
Spike Protein in mRNA COVID Vaccines: One of the Most Bioactive and
Damaging Substances Known to Mankind

Description

The spike protein present in Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) vaccines is one of the most bioactive and 
potentially damaging substances known to mankind. It penetrates the blood-brain barrier, cell nucleus 
and even affects DNA replication.

The spike protein appears to reprogram the immune system in a strange way. The BNT162b2 mRNA
vaccine against the COVID-19 virus has been shown to reprogram both adaptive and innate immune
responses. When it penetrates the cell nuclei, the free-floating spike protein inhibits DNA repair.
(Related: Pfizer vaccine data shows far more damaging side effects than initially expected.)

There had been immune system problems in the vaccinated, and it is becoming apparent that they do
not actually develop broad natural immunity. Instead, they produce more S antibodies against the spike
protein that they were originally vaccinated with.

A recent surveillance report from the U.K. Health Security Agency showed that N antibody levels
appear to be lower in individuals who acquire infection following two doses of the vaccine.

This means that the vaccines interfere with the immune system’s ability to produce antibodies against
the virus following infection. In the case of the N antibody, this is shown to be against the nucleocapsid
protein, which serves as the shell of the virus and is an important part of the immune system response
of the unvaccinated population. (Related: After you are vaccine damaged, if you complain about 
symptoms you will be REQUIRED to take psychiatric medications until your “disorder” is cured.)

If any mutations to the spike protein of the COVID virus occur in the future, the vaccinated will be more
vulnerable and may possibly be unprotected due to their inability to produce the N antibody.

Meanwhile, the unvaccinated would have much better immunity to any mutations due to their ability to
produce both S and N antibodies after infection.
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http://vaccineinjurynews.com/
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https://naturalnews.com/2021-12-13-the-vaccine-damaged-cant-complain-about-symptoms-psychiatric-medication.html


America’s Front Line Doctors also warned that vaccines are turning people’s bodies into walking spike 
protein factories, which causes the body to create antibodies to them.

“First, these vaccines ‘mis-train’ the immune system to recognize only a small part of the virus [the
spike protein]. Variants that differ, even slightly, in this protein are able to escape the narrow spectrum
of antibodies created by the vaccines,” AFLDS explained. “Second, the vaccines create ‘vaccine
addicts,’ meaning persons become dependent upon regular booster shots because they have been
‘vaccinated’ only against a tiny portion of a mutating virus.”

The group also cited Australian Health Minister Dr. Kerry Chant, who said that COVID will become
endemic and people will have to get used to taking endless vaccines.

Finally, there is the simple fact that the vaccines do not, in any way, prevent infection in the nose and
upper airways, which is where fully vaccinated people tend to show the highest viral loads.

Immune problems and other vaccine infections

Vaccinated individuals have also encountered immune problems and reinfections. These conditions,
dubbed VAIDS (or Vaccine Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome), have been very concerning as
they could be damaging to individuals.

While not an official scientific term, it is important to bring attention to VAIDS, especially for those who
are concerned about the immune health of their vaccinated loved ones.

In late January, an anti-mandate rally in Italy reiterated the claim that COVID-19 vaccines were toxic
and that they could cause a variety of medical catastrophes down the line.
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